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Toroidal porebial peptides have been shown to act, at least in vitro, by poration of the lipid
membrane. The nanometre size of these pores, however, complicates their structural characterization by
experimental techniques. Here we use molecular dynamics simulations, to study the interaction of a speciﬁc
class of antimicrobial peptides, melittin, with a dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine bilayer in atomic detail. We
show that transmembrane pores spontaneously form above a critical peptide to lipid ratio. The lipid
molecules bend inwards to form a toroidally shaped pore but with only one or two peptides lining the pore.
This is in strong contrast to the traditional models of toroidal pores in which the peptides are assumed to
adopt a transmembrane orientation. We ﬁnd that peptide aggregation, either prior or after binding to the
membrane surface, is a prerequisite to pore formation. The presence of a stable helical secondary structure of
the peptide, however is not. Furthermore, results obtained with modiﬁed peptides point to the importance of
electrostatic interactions in the poration process. Removing the charges of the basic amino-acid residues of
melittin prevents pore formation. It was also found that in the absence of counter ions pores not only form
more rapidly but lead to membrane rupture. The rupture process occurs via a novel recursive poration
pathway, which we coin the Droste mechanism.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. IntroductionAntimicrobial peptides (AMPs) are an integral part of the innate
immune system of higher organisms [1]. These host defense peptides
possess a wide spectrum of antimicrobial activity against eubacteria,
fungi, viruses and eukaryotic parasites [2]. The development of
resistance by pathogens against traditional antibiotics has triggered
much interest in AMPs, both from a basic scientiﬁc perspective, and
because of their potential applications in biotechnology. To design
synthetic AMP-like pharmaceuticals it is necessary to know the
molecular details involved in the modes of actions of natural AMPs.
AMPs have both receptor-mediated and nonreceptor-mediatedmodes
of action [1,3]. The most abundant of the nonreceptor-mediated
peptides are the small cationic peptides that target negatively-
charged bacterial membranes [2]. In general, such small AMPs bind
to the surface of themembrane until a critical threshold concentration
is reached, after which they self-organize to form a permeation
pathway. Pore formation has been proposed to occur via a variety of
mechanisms [1,2,4,5] as shown in Fig. 1 and described below.Sciences and Biotechnology
G Groningen, The Netherlands.
elling of Materials Laboratory,
ll rights reserved.Outside the target membrane, peptide monomers and small
aggregates exist in equilibrium [6,7]. In solution the peptides are
believed to be largely unfolded [1,8] (Fig. 1). At the target membrane,
the peptides bind to the interface and fold. At low peptide
concentrations, most peptides are believed to bind parallel to the
membrane surface and may be monomeric or aggregated [1]. Above a
certain peptide/lipid ratio, a transmembrane pore appears associated
with the peptides adopting a more perpendicular orientation [1,4].
Peptides such as alamethicin insert into the bilayer to form a barrel-
stave pore structure [9]. Other peptides, such as the magainins and
melittins, induce local defects in the bilayer and form a toroidal pore
[10,11]. In this case, the head-groups of the lipids line the pore
together with the peptides. An increase in the local accumulation of
certain peptides such as melittin may also lead to a detergent-like
disintegration of the bilayer structure via a carpet mechanism [12],
resulting in the formation of micellar or bicellar aggregates.
Alternatively, the translocation of peptides across the membrane
may restore the balance between the two bilayer leaﬂets leading to
pore closure, as proposed in the sinking-raft model [13]. It is also
possible that peptides adsorbed to the surface may translocate across
the membrane without forming a pore. To truly understand pore
formation, one must be able to distinguish between the thermo-
dynamically stable or metastable states, such as the bilayer and
toroidal pore states, and the kinetic pathways, such as the toroidal and
carpet mechanisms, that connect them.
Fig. 1. Schematic overview of the possible interaction pathways of an antimicrobial peptide with a lipid bilayer. Possible thermodynamic states (either stable or metastable) are
indicated by black labels, the major kinetic pathways connecting them by gray arrows and red labels. Short black arrows represent additional inter-conversion pathways. Outside the
target membrane, peptide monomers and small aggregates exist in equilibrium. At the target membrane, the peptides bind to the interface (Adsorption). At the interface an
equilibrium may exist between monomeric and polymeric aggregation states. For a symmetric bilayer, the asymmetric membrane bound state is not thermodynamically stable.
Eventually the peptides will distribute equally between the two monolayer leaﬂets. This can occur via two alternative translocation pathways. In the non-leaky variant the peptides
are able to cross the bilayer without the formation of a pore. In some cases, the intermediate transmembrane state is thermodynamically stable (e.g. hydrophobic peptides which
adopt a transmembrane orientation). The key feature of many antimicrobial peptides is that they permeabilize the membrane following a leaky translocation pathway. Above a
certain peptide–lipid ratio, the peptides insert into the bilayer to form a porated lamellar phase (Poration). A variety of different pore structures may be formed, including the barrel-
stave, the toroidal and the disordered toroidal state. These separate states should be interpreted as extreme cases with mixed varieties of these models, and conversion between
alternative states is likely to occur. The porated states can be stable themselves, but they can also be transient structures in the translocation pathway. In that case, once enough
peptides are adsorbed at the opposing monolayer leaﬂet, the pores seal. On the other hand, increased accumulation of certain peptides may lead to a detergent-like disintegration of
the membrane resulting in formation of non-lamellar, e.g. micellar, systems (solubilization pathway). Note that the secondary structure of the peptides could vary along the various
pathways. The helical or random conﬁgurations drawn here are merely illustrative of these processes and should not be taken literally.
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H2 interacting with dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) mem-
branes, an alternative to the states described above was observed,
namely the disordered toroidal pore. In contrast to the classic model of
a toroidal pore, in the MD study typically only one peptide was found
near the pore center, while the other peptides remained close to the
pore edge [14]. The disordered toroidal pore model is reminiscent of
themicelle-like aggregate model proposed previously [15], which also
predicted that the inside of the pore would not be well structured.
Although as yet only observed in simulations, it is plausible that the
disordered toroidal pore is formed by AMPs in general. Compared to
the barrel-stave and traditional toroidal pore models, the disordered
toroidal pore has higher entropy, which may lower its overall free
energy with respect to the more ordered states. The disordered
toroidal pore could either represent a thermodynamically stable state
or be an intermediate in the carpet or toroidal pathway. The
disordered toroidal pore based on the results of the simulations, has
already been used successfully to interpret NMR data on pleurocidin
[16], and ﬂuorescence measurements of the cell penetrating peptide
Tp-10 [17]. To further explore the structural characteristics of peptide
induced pores in detail the original MD simulation techniques, applied
to magainin, have been extended to other classes of AMPs.
The focus of the current study is melittin, the major component of
bee venom. Melittin has been extensively studied by both experi-
mental and simulation methods. It is a 26-residue cationic polypep-
tide that has been shown to have hemolytic, antimicrobial and bilayer
fusion activity [1,18]. Melittin is unstructured in solution [8] but
adopts an α-helical structure when bound to lipid bilayers [12,19–21].
In the membrane, melittin has been postulated to be oriented parallel
to the surface of the membrane at low peptide concentration butinsert into the membrane at higher peptide concentrations [22]. It has
been proposed that melittin induces toroidal-shaped pores [23,24].
The pore forming propensity of melittin is high in saturated
phosphatidylcholine lipids [24,25] and decreases in the presence of
negatively-charged [25–27] and polyunsaturated [28] lipids. Pore
sizes ranging from 1.5 nm to 5 nm have been reported [11,24,29]. At
higher concentrations [12,30] melittin disrupts the bilayer presum-
ably via a carpet mechanism. A recent review [31] provides further
insight into other aspects of melittin action.
Previous MD simulations of melittin have shown that when
adsorbed on the bilayer surface melittin affects both leaﬂets of the
membrane causing thinning of the upper layer, which in turn favors
water penetration through the lower layer [32]. Bachar and Becker
[33] reported simulations of a single melittin molecule inserted in a
DPPC bilayer in a transmembrane orientation and observed local
disorder of the lipids in vicinity of the peptide. In a simulation of a
melittin pore, when the individual helices were arranged in a pre-
assembled tetrameric aggregate they repelled each other causing a
disruption of the lipid bilayer within 4 ns [34]. Whether this
represents a realistic description of the mechanism of cytolytic
activity of melittin or is due to simulation artifacts has been
questioned [35]. Comparisons of simulations of melittin in water,
methanol and a dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC) bilayer
showed that in water and methanol solution melittin is observed to
partly unfold, while the peptide retains its structure when embedded
in a lipid bilayer [35]. For a more general overview of simulation
studies of AMP peptides interacting with lipid bilayers see [36].
Here, we present the results of atomistic MD simulations of melittin
interactingwith a DPPC bilayer. A range of peptide/lipid (P/L) ratios from
1/128 to 6/128 has been simulated. The approach is similar to our
2310 D. Sengupta et al. / Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 1778 (2008) 2308–2317previous study on magainin peptides [14]. We show that melittin, like
magainin, forms disordered toroidal pores in DPPC membranes. To
elucidate the role of charges, the process of pore formation in the
presence and absence of counter ions has been compared. The effect of
the charge state of the basic amino-acid residues on pore formation has
alsobeenexamined. Finally, simulationsofmodel peptides, not expected




A series of simulations of melittin (GIGAVLKVLTTGLPALISWIK-
RKRQQ) interacting with DPPC bilayers were performed (see Table 1
for overview). Themain system simulated consisted of multiple copies
(1–6) of melittin, 128 DPPC lipids, and about 8000 water molecules
(the actual number varied depending on the number of peptides).
Additional simulations were performed with 8 copies of melittin in a
simulation box containing 512 DPPC lipids and about 24,000 water
molecules. Initially, each melittin peptide was placed in an α-helical
conﬁguration (PDB code: 2MLT [37]) in thewater phase close to one of
the leaﬂets of an equilibrated DPPC bilayer. However, in a few
simulations, some peptides crossed the water layer and peptides were
bound to both leaﬂets of the membrane. To test the importance of
peptide association after binding to the membrane, we also created
starting structures from multiple copies of a pre-equilibrated system
containing a single surface bound melittin.
2.1.2. Modiﬁed electrostatics
Charge-neutral systems containing 4 copies of the peptide, and
chloride counter ions were also simulated. In addition, the charges inTable 1
An overview of the MD simulations performed
No. System Peptides/lipid Remarks Time Association
1 Melittin 1/128 No pore 50 ns Monomer
2 Melittin 1/128 No pore 100 ns Monomer
3 Melittin 2/128 No pore 50 ns Dimer
4 Melittin 2/128 No pore 80 ns Dimer
5 Melittin 3/128 No pore 175 ns Trimer
6 Melittin 3/128 Pore 175 ns Trimer
7 Melittin 3/128 No pore 175 ns Dimer
8 Melittin 3/128 No pore 175 ns Trimer
9 Melittin 4/128 Pore 75 ns Trimer
10 Melittin 4/128 No pore 100 ns Dimer
11 Melittin 4/128 No pore 100 ns Trimer
12 Melittin 4/128 Pore 60 ns Tetramer
13 Melittin 6⁎/128 No pore 75 ns Trimer
14 Melittin 6⁎/128 Pore 50 ns Tetramer
15 Melittin 6⁎/128 No pore 45 ns Trimer
16 Melittin 8⁎/512 No pore 30 ns Trimer
17 Melittin 8⁎/512 Pore 10 ns Pentamer
18 Melittin 8⁎/512 Pore 15 ns Hexamer
19 Melittin + Counter ions 4/128 No pore 140 ns Dimer
20 Melittin + Counter ions 4/128 Pore 150 ns Trimer
21 Melittin + Counter ions 4⁎/128 Pore 200 ns Trimer
22 Melittin-modiﬁed charges 4/128 No pore 50 ns Trimer
23 Melittin-modiﬁed charges 4/128 No pore 50 ns Tetramer
24 Magainin-modiﬁed charges 4/128 No pore 50 ns Tetramer
25 Melittin-surface bound 4/92 Pore 50 ns Tetramer
26 WALP 4/128 No pore 100 ns Trimer
27 WALP 4/128 No epore 100 ns Tetramer
28 KALP 4/128 No pore 50 ns Dimer
29 KALP 4/128 No pore 50 ns Tetramer
Simulations of melittin, magainin-H2, WALP and KALP peptides (column-2) interacting
with DPPC bilayers were performed. The number of peptides and lipids in the
simulation box is given in column-3. The presence of a pore at the end of the simulation
is given in column-4. The lengths of the simulations are given in column-5. The number
of peptides in the largest peptide aggregate in the simulation is given in column-6. In
the simulations marked with an asterisk, peptides bound to both leaﬂets of the bilayer.the peptide were modiﬁed by reducing the charges on the amine
group of the lysine residues and the guanidinium moiety of the
arginine residues to zero. The magainin-H2 peptide was taken from a
previous study [14] and 4 copies of the charge-modiﬁed system were
placed in the simulation box.
2.1.3. Control systems
Control simulations were performed using 4 copies of 20-residue
WALP [38] and KALP [39] peptides respectively. WALP and KALP
peptides consist of alternating alanine and leucine residues ﬂanked by
tryptophan and lysine residues respectively. Experiments show that
these peptides insert in a transmembrane orientation, without
causing membrane leakage. The KALP and WALP peptides were
modeled as ideal helices (ϕ=−57°, ψ=−47°).
2.2. Simulation parameters
2.2.1. Force ﬁeld
The GROMACS software package [40] was used to perform all the
MD simulations. The force ﬁeld for DPPC was taken from a previous
study (setup F) [41]. The GROMOS force ﬁeld 43a2 [42] was used to
describe the peptide interactions and has been used earlier to study
similar systems [14]. Both force ﬁelds were parameterized for usewith
a group-based twin range cut-off scheme (using cutoffs of 1.0/1.4 nm
and a pair-list update frequency of once per 10 steps) including a
reaction ﬁeld (RF) correction [43] with a dielectric correction of 78 to
account for the truncation of long-range electrostatic interactions.
Pore formation in simulations where the long-range electrostatics is
either treated with particle-mesh Ewald (PME) or RF have been found
to be similar but longer time scales are needed with PME [44]. The
pores formed in this study using RF were also found to be stable with
PME. Thewater was described using the SPCmodel [45]. A time step of
2 fs was used. Bond lengths were constrained using the LINCS
algorithm [46]. Multiple simulations were performed for each system,
starting from different initial Maxwell distributions of random
velocities. Most systems were simulated between 50 and 200 ns,
depending on when, and if, a pore formed.
2.2.2. State conditions
The simulations were performed in the NP|Pz T ensemble using
periodic boundary conditions. The temperature was weakly coupled
(coupling time 0.1 ps) to T=323 K using a Berendsen thermostat
[47]. This temperature is above the main-phase transition tempera-
ture of DPPC, experimentally as well as in the model (gel phase
formation on the sub-microsecond time scale is only observed for
temperatures below 300 K [48]). The pressure was also weakly
coupled (coupling time 1.0 ps, compressibility 5⁎10−5 bar−1) using a
semi-isotropic coupling scheme in which the lateral (P|) and
perpendicular (Pz) pressures are coupled independently at 1 bar
[47], corresponding to a tension-free state of the membrane. The
simulation setup applied is very similar to that used previously in
studies of magainin [14].
2.3. Analysis
2.3.1. Detection and size of pores
The presence of a transmembrane porewas deﬁned by a clustering
method, inwhich only the atomic coordinates of the phosphate atoms
of the DPPC molecules were considered. In a bilayer, the phosphate
atoms cluster in two groups, namely the two leaﬂets. However, in the
presence of a pore lined by the lipid head-groups, i.e. a toroidal pore,
the phosphate atoms cluster as one group. The onset of the pore state
was deﬁned as the time when the phosphate atoms cluster as one
group. Twophosphate atoms are considered to be in the same cluster if
the distance between them is less than the cut-off distance. An
adequate cut-off distance for the clusteringwas found tobe 1.2 nm. The
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lateral projected density of the glycerol/water interface of the pore.
2.3.2. Peptide helicity
The helicity of the peptides was determined using the DSSP criteria
[49]. The total helical content was calculated as the sum of turns and
α-helices.
2.3.3. Membrane properties
The lipid bilayer was characterized by analyzing the thickness of the
membrane,ﬂuctuations in the thickness of themembrane and the order
parameters of the lipid tails. The thickness of themembranewasdeﬁned
as the average phosphate–phosphate distance during the preporated
state. Fluctuations in the thickness were calculated as the standard de-
viation of the position of the phosphate atoms in the direction
perpendicular to the membrane plane. Lipid tail order parameters
(SCD) were computed with respect to the membrane normal axis [50].
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Toroidal pores are disordered
A series of atomistic MD simulations of melittin peptides,
interacting with a zwitterionic DPPC bilayer was performed an
overview of which is provided in Table 1. Starting with peptides
initially placed randomly in the solution, the spontaneous formation
of transmembrane water pores was observed repeatedly. In the pore
state, the lipids bend into the bilayer to continuously line the water
pore in a toroidal shape. Similar pore structures are also observed in
simulations of lipid membranes interacting with surfactants [51,52],
indicating that this type of pore is quite general and can be induced
not only by peptides but also by other compounds. Whereas
surfactants are able to mix homogeneously with the lipids inside
the pore, the peptides do not. Only one or two peptides actually insert
into the pore. The remaining peptides line the mouth of the pore,
stabilizing its curvature. No regular packing of the peptides is
observed, however. Rather, the peptide/lipid pore complex is
intrinsically disordered. A snapshot of the disordered toroidal pore
is given in Fig. 2, together with a cartoon image comparing the
disordered toroidal pore to the traditional model. The arrangement of
the melittin peptides and lipids within the pore is similar to that seen
previously in the case of magainin-H2 [14]. A striking characteristic of
the disordered toroidal pore is that the orientations of the peptides
are not well deﬁned. The helical stretches of one or two peptides
orient along the membrane normal with a tilt of 45°–90° with respectFig. 2. (Left) A cartoon image comparing the disordered toroidal pore state to the traditional v
peptide orientation as opposed to ordered, transmembrane helices in the classic toroidal
(simulation 21–200 ns).to the surface of the membrane. Interestingly, the charged residues at
the C-terminal end of the peptide were observed to point either into
the toroidal pore or towards the water layer. The remaining peptides
line the mouth of the pore, with a tilt of 5°–20°. This in line with solid-
state NMR data on a synthetic peptide MSI-794, derived from
melittin, that suggests that the peptides are oriented nearly parallel
to the surface of the bilayer even at concentrations at which pores are
induced [53].
The disordered toroidal pore contains on average 8–10 lipid head-
groups with an internal diameter of about 1.5 nm. The rim of the pore
is about 0.5–1 nm wider. These values lie at the lower end of the
experimentally-estimated pore sizes ranging from 1.5 nm to 5 nm
[11,24,29]. The variation in the estimates of pore size from dye
leakage-experiments could be related to cooperative effects leading to
the perturbation of the toroidal pore by the dyes used in the
experiments.
In contrast to classical models for toroidal pores, the disordered
toroidal pore shows little evidence of structural organization. Similar
irregular arrangements have also been reported recently for related
peptides [16,17]. The classical model for a toroidal pore was based on
the assumption that the pore was cylindrical and that the peptides
were oriented in one of the two-states (parallel/perpendicular) [4]. An
alternate kinetic model that has been used to reinterpret the expe-
rimental data and which matches the simulation results has been
proposed [54]. In thismodel, termed the chaotic or non-stoichiometric
pore model, the peptides are not required to line the pore, though a
fraction of them may be within the pore. In this model, the
arrangement of the peptides in the pore is disorganized and peptides
are able to bind on the surface of themembrane even in the presence of
a pore. The model has been proposed to be generally applicable [55].
3.2. Multistep pore formation process
In this section, the process by which the peptides porate the
membrane is analyzed in detail. Four steps in the process of pore
formation can be distinguished.
3.2.1. Step I— membrane binding
In all simulations, the melittin peptides which are initially placed
randomly in solution move rapidly (within 5 ns) towards the
membrane and bind to the water–lipid interface. Upon binding to
the membrane, the peptides orient such that the hydrophilic side-
chains of the peptide at the C-terminus interact with the phosphate
groups. The hydrophobic N-terminus of the peptide interacts either
with the membrane core or with another peptide.iew. A striking characteristic of the disordered toroidal pore is the lack of a well deﬁned
pore model. (Right) A snapshot of the disordered toroidal pore from our simulations
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Where only a single peptide is bound to the interface no pore is
formed. Pore formation is only observed when the peptides are able to
aggregate. This can happen either prior to or concomitant with
membrane binding, in the aqueous phase (within 10 ns), or after the
peptides have bound to themembrane (10–200 ns). The importance of
aggregation is discussed in Section 3.4.
3.2.3. Step III— embedding
After having aggregated, some of the peptides (usually one or two)
begin to embed deeper into the interface. This appears to be a
cooperative process resulting from the interaction of the peptide
aggregatewith the lipid head-groups. Electrostatic interactions appear
especially important in driving this process (see Section 3.7). The
embedding of the peptides causes large deviations from planarity in
the leaﬂet to which peptides are bound and increased ﬂuctuations of
the lipid head-groups with respect to the membrane normal (see
Section 3.6).
3.2.4. Step IV— pore opening and relaxation
The ﬁnal step in the process occurs when one of the most deeply
embedded peptides connects with the other interface. A water pore
forms and one or more peptides together with some lipid molecules
move across the membrane causing the pore to relax into a toroidal
shape with the structural characteristics described above.
The sequence of events for a speciﬁc simulation, Sim 12 is shown in
Fig. 3C as an example. The same basic sequence of events i.e., binding
and aggregation of the peptides at the interface, the initial embedding
of a single peptide deep within the bilayer and increased structural
ﬂuctuations leading to translocation and relaxation to a toroidal pore
was observed in 9 independent simulations (see Table 1). The time scale
required for the formation of a pore was found to vary considerably
between different simulations. The time required for pore formation
varied between 10 and 200 ns, indicating that it is a stochastic event. In
Sim 6, pore formation takes signiﬁcantly longer as opposed to Sim 12.
Pore formation is not always observed in our simulations (see Table 1).
In fact, two conditions need to be fulﬁlled simultaneously in order to
trigger pore formation on the time scale accessible to simulations.
These conditions are: i) a minimum P/L ratio, and ii) a multimeric
peptide aggregate. These conditions are discussed in more detail below.
3.3. A minimum P/L ratio is required to form pores
Transmembrane toroidal pores did not form in simulations with P/
Lb1/64 indicating that spontaneous pore formation requires a mini-
mum P/L ratio. Experimentally, melittin induces the formation of pores
in PC vesicles above a speciﬁc threshold concentration of P/LN1/60 [1].
While this is similar to the concentration at which pore formation was
observed in the simulations (P/L=1/64), a direct comparison is not
possible since local ﬂuctuations in concentration possible in macro-
scopic systems are absent in the microscopic simulation box. We can
also not rule out the possibility that pores form on time scales beyond
those accessible in the simulations. Nevertheless, pore formation in the
simulations, like in experiment, requires a certain threshold concen-
tration. An example of the time course of events when P/L=128, below
the threshold ratio, is given in Fig. 3A.
3.4 Peptide aggregation favors pore formation
The aggregation of peptides leading to a high local concentration of
the peptides at the membrane surface is also required for pores toFig. 3. Snapshots of the sequence of events in our simulations. A:When less than three peptid
pore (simulation 2). B: Pores are also not formed in the absence of peptide aggregation (simu
and organize to form a poration pathway (simulation 12). D: In the presence of counter ions
peptide side-chains are removed (simulation 23).form. The simulations presented here, indicate that an aggregate
involving at least three peptides is required for pore formation. Fig. 3B
shows snapshots from Sim 11 in which the peptides did not associate
and there was no pore formation. In contrast, in Sim 10 and Sim 12
(Fig. 3C) where the peptides associated in solution a porewas induced.
The results suggest that the pre-association of the peptides, may
increase pore propensity as shown experimentally using tetravalent
magainin peptides [56].
Interestingly, no speciﬁc arrangement of the peptides could be
identiﬁed within the pore forming peptide aggregates. The peptides
generally associated via their aliphatic residues. Association appears
to be non-speciﬁc and a large number of alternate forms (trimers up to
hexamers) induced pore formation. In principle, peptide aggregation
leading to pore formation could occur prior or post membrane
binding. In the simulations, aggregation of the peptides usually
occurred when the peptides were still in the aqueous phase. Once
bound the mobility of the peptides at the interface is greatly reduced
compared to the water phase. An additional simulation with an
increased P/L ratio, in which the peptides were embedded at the
interface in monomeric form, shows that peptide aggregation can
occur after binding. In this simulation (Table 1-25), the membrane
bound peptides aggregated, albeit on a time scale signiﬁcantly longer
than that required in solution. After their association a pore was again
formed.
3.5. A helical conformation is not required for pore formation
In all simulations, a signiﬁcant loss of helicity is observed. Initially,
the peptides were placed in solution in a fully helical conformation. In
general, unfolding took place while the peptides were still in the
aqueous phase in agreement with experimental data [8]. Once bound
to the membrane, the average helicity of the melittin peptides was
about 40–50%. The helicity is somewhat lower than reported in
experiments, which suggest that melittin adopts about 70% alpha-
helical conformation when bound to negatively-charged lipids and
above 50% when bound to neutral lipids [21]. The loss of helicity was
higher in the N-terminal region that is more hydrophobic than the C-
terminal region. It is possible that folding of the peptides requires
longer time scales than those considered in the simulations (hundreds
of nanoseconds). However, it is clear that α-helicity is not a
prerequisite for pore formation. Related peptides with varying α-
helicity have been shown to have comparable antimicrobial activity
[53]. We note that it has been postulated that helicity is required for
hemolytic but not antimicrobial activity [57].
3.6. Increased membrane ﬂuctuations and disorder are linked to pore
formation
The importance of ﬂuctuations in the thickness of the bilayer for
the process of pore formation is illustrated in Fig. 4. Here the deviation
from planarity of the DPPC bilayers as a function of peptide
concentration is shown. These ﬂuctuations reﬂect both the rippling
of the bilayer plane as a whole and the out-of-plane ﬂuctuations of a
few isolated phospholipids. The data corresponds to the period that
the bilayer is intact (i.e. before the formation of a pore). At lowmelittin
concentration, the ﬂuctuations in the peptide-free leaﬂet are small,
and comparable to those in the absence of melittin. The ﬂuctuations
are signiﬁcantly larger in the leaﬂet to which melittin binds. As the
concentration of melittin is increased the ﬂuctuations in the bilayer
also increase. The ﬂuctuations in the peptide-free leaﬂet however
always remain smaller than in the peptide-bound leaﬂet.es are placed in the simulation box, the peptides bind to the interface and do not form a
lation 10). C: When three or more peptides (P/LN60) are present, the peptides associate
, pores are formed slower (simulation 21). E: Pores are not formed if the charges on the
Fig. 5. Lipid tail order parameters of the Sn2 chain obtained from a simulation with four
peptides bound to the interface. The order parameters are plotted for lipids in the
peptide-free monolayer (—) and in the monolayer to which the peptides bind, divided
between peptide-associated (.-.) and non-associated lipids (---).
Fig. 4. Fluctuations measured in the planarity of the bilayer as a function of peptide
concentration (black). The ﬂuctuation is calculated as the standard deviation of the z
coordinate of the phosphate atom of a DPPC molecule. Fluctuation of the peptide-free
and non-aggregated peptide-bound leaﬂets is shown in red.
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ratio. The presence of a critical threshold P/L ratio above which these
peptides form pores may be responsible for the non-linear response. It
has been shown previously that in lipid bilayers ﬂip-ﬂop from one
leaﬂet to the other occurs via a water channel [58]. Thus, dragging the
head-groups of a phospholipid from its equilibrium position at the
interface into the center of the membrane causes pore formation. The
ﬂuctuations that occur in the presence of melittin in effect drag the
head-groups towards the interior of the membrane. It is therefore
possible that by enhancing these bilayer ﬂuctuations melittin peptides
could help overcome the barrier to pore formation.
In contrast to the ﬂuctuations in bilayer thickness, there is little
change in the average thickness of the bilayer on peptide binding. The
average phosphate–phosphate distance was system dependent but
remained close to 3.8 nm (data not shown). However, local thinning of
the bilayer was observed since the head-groups close to the peptides
deviated from the bilayer plane and embedded deeper within the
membrane. A small decrease in thickness, between 0.1 and 0.2 nm, has
been reported for the binding of melittin to DOPC membranes [59].
Interestingly, local bilayer thinning of up to 1 nmhas been reported for
a related antimicrobial peptide MSI-78 in DMPC bilayers [60]. A
similar trend was observed for the lipid order parameters in our
simulations. The presence of melittin does not substantially change
the order of the lipid-chains in the bilayer (averaged over the whole
bilayer) compared to a pure DPPC bilayer but it does decrease the
order locally. Fig. 5 shows the order parameter proﬁle for lipid tails
prior to pore formation. Three groups of lipids are distinguished,
namely those in the peptide-free leaﬂet, lipids in direct contact with
the peptides and lipids in the peptide-bound leaﬂet but not in direct
contact with any of the peptides. Averaged over the two leaﬂets
(peptide-bound and peptide-free) the total order of the lipids does not
change signiﬁcantly. However, differences in membrane order are
seen between the lipid molecules bound to the peptide and those
further away. The close proximity to melittin in the bilayer results in a
decrease in the order of the lipids tails compared to the peptide-free
bilayer. However, while the lipid molecules directly associated with
the peptide have lower order, the lipids away from the peptide
become more ordered compensating for the expansion caused by the
disordered lipids. The net effect is that the average order of both
leaﬂets is comparable and similar to that in a peptide-free bilayer.
Surprisingly, the area per lipid of the peptide-free leaﬂet decreased
compared to a peptide-free bilayer in the presence of melittin. The
marginal decrease in the area per lipid is due to two opposing effects,
namely, the expansion of the membrane due to the excluded volumeof the membrane bound peptides and the contraction of the
membrane caused by the rippling of one the bilayer leaﬂets in a
ﬁnite-sized system. The area per lipid of a pure DPPC bilayer under
comparable conditions is 0.68 nm2. The value is higher than the
experimentally-determined area per lipid due to the high hydration of
the system [61]. Upon peptide binding, the area per lipid of the
peptide-free bilayer drops by 0.01–0.04 nm2. No correlationwas found
between the decrease in the area per lipid and the peptide
concentration but it depended on the degree of rippling and the
orientation of the peptides. The observation that, in their membrane
bound state prior to pore formation, peptides decrease the order of the
adjacent lipids and increase the ﬂuctuation in the bilayer thickness is
in agreement with the results obtained for magainin [14].
3.7. Electrostatic interactions are important for pore formation
It has been previously reported that the formation of a water pore
can be induced by an asymmetric ion distribution across the
membrane [62,63] or an applied electric ﬁeld [64]. The positively-
charged residues in melittin have been implicated to be important for
its action [31] and it is possible that the high charge density on the
membrane surface may induce pores similar to electroporation by
inducing an asymmetric charge distribution.
To test the signiﬁcance of electrostatic interactions on the process
of pore formation by melittin peptides, a series of simulations were
performed in which chloride counter ions were added to neutralize
the net positive charge of the melittin peptides. It was found that the
addition of counter ions increased the time required for the peptides
to embed in the membrane to about 10 ns. In addition, at short time
scales (up to 20 ns), the peptides inserted less deeply into the
membrane compared with simulations performed in the absence of
counter ions. Eventually, however, a sequence of events similar to that
reported above was observed leading to the formation of a water pore.
The time course of pore formation in simulation 21 is shown in Fig. 3D.
The counter ions remain distributed throughout the aqueous phase
and do not bind to the charged residues. The ions entered the water
pore but no actual crossing of the membrane was observed. The
stability of water pores in pure DPPC bilayers has been previously
shown to be greatly reduced by the presence of the ions due to an
increase in pore line tension [44]. This increase in line tension may
also be responsible for the decrease in the propensity of the
membrane to rupture. Simulations were also performed with either
four melittin or four magainin peptides with the charges on the lysine
and arginine side-chains removed. The peptides tend to aggregate in
clusters that bind loosely to the lipid bilayer. No pore formation event
Fig. 6. A recursive mechanism for membrane rupture coined the ‘Droste’mechanism. Instead of widening, the pore starts to elongate, dragging additional lipids from the interface to
line the pore (left). The drift of lipids from the bilayer toward the pore results in a shrinking of the unperturbed bilayer, up to a point where the melittin peptides which are embedded
inside the pore sense the presence of the periodic image of the pore (center). At this point, the pore formation process starts again; a toroidal pore is formed which now connects the
original pore to its periodic image (right). This process can, in principle, repeat itself in a recursive scheme until the bilayer is completely destabilized.
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peptides did form trimeric or tetrameric aggregates (see Fig. 3E).
In summary, the results point to the importance of electrostatic
interactions in the poration process. Removing the charges of the basic
amino-acid residues of melittin blocks pore formation, while the
presence of counter ions lowers the pore forming propensity.
3.8. Membrane rupture via the ‘Droste’ mechanism
The pores formed in the simulations inwhich no counter ions were
present were not stable. At long time scales the peptides disrupt the
bilayer leading to formation of stacked bicellar systems. In this regard
the results differ to the stable pores formed in the magainin
simulations [14], in which also no counter ions were present.
Melittin-induced permeabilization of membranes is known to cause
the breakdown of membranes into micelles at high peptide concen-
trations [12]. Reorganization of lipid assemblies which include
permeabilization of multilamellar samples into small vesicles, the
fusion of these lipid vesicles to form larger structures and ultimately
the fragmentation into discs and micelles depending on the experi-
mental conditions have all been reported [31,65,66].
The mechanism by which the peptides disrupt the membrane in
our simulations is illustrated in Fig. 6 which shows snapshots from
Sim 12. Speciﬁcally, the pore starts to elongate, dragging additional
lipids from the interface to line the pore (left). The drift of lipids
from the bilayer toward the pore results in the unperturbed bilayer
shrinking to the point where the melittin peptides, which are
embedded inside the pore feel the periodic image of the pore
(center). At this point, the process of pore formation is again initiated
and a toroidal pore is formed which now connects the original pore
to its periodic image (right). This process can in principle be
propagated until the bilayer separates forming micelles. As far as we
are aware, such a mechanism for membrane rupture has not been
proposed previously. We will use the term ‘Droste’ mechanism to
describe this process of recursive poration in reference to the Droste
effect in recursive images. The Droste effect is originally named after
a particular recursive image that appeared on the tins and boxes of
Droste cocoa powder, one of the main Dutch chocolate producing
brands. Whether the Droste mechanism can explain peptide induced
membrane rupture in vitro deserves study. Clearly, in the simula-
tions the Droste mechanism is facilitated by the limited size of the
system and the application of periodic boundary conditions.
However, in real systems at high peptide concentrations multiple
transmembrane pores would appear. If the overall pore density is
high enough, or if the pores cluster, the peptides could induce aseries of connecting pores similar to that observed in the simula-
tions. We note that a similar deformation of the bilayer has also been
observed in simulations of resorcinolic surfactants incorporating into
lipid bilayers [52]. The Droste mechanism could therefore be a
general mechanism for the disruption of lipid bilayers.
3.9. Non-antimicrobial peptides do not form pores in membranes
Both the WALP [38] (peptides with alternating alanine and leucine
residues with ﬂanking tryptophan residues) and KALP [39] (peptides
with alternating alanine and leucine residues with ﬂanking lysine
residues) peptides have been proposed to adopt a transmembrane
orientation in lipid bilayers without the tendency to form pores. Four
copies of each these peptides were simulated under the same
conditions as described above as control. The peptides are observed
to aggregate in water and bind to the membrane. The membrane-
absorbed phase appears to be quite stable and the peptides do not
penetrate the membrane within 100 ns of simulation. The failure of
the peptides to adopt a transmembrane orientation is presumably due
to the high barriers to insertion. The differences between the WALP
and KALP systems were evident, however. The KALP peptides bind
lower in themembrane than theWALP peptides. Larger ﬂuctuations in
the thickness of the bilayer were also observed in the case of KALP.
These differences can probably be attributed to increased electrostatic
interactions in the case of KALP, which has a net charge of +4 due to
the terminal lysine residues. In this respect the KALP peptide
resembles many AMPs, which carry typically multiple positive
charges. However, as no pore forming event was observed we may
conclude that a high charge density alone is insufﬁcient to induce pore
formation, and that other properties such as the amphipathicity that
most AMPs display are also essential.
4. Conclusions
The mechanism of action of the antimicrobial peptide melittin has
been studied in a series of MD simulations. Disordered toroidal pores
were shown to form spontaneously on a sub-microsecond time scale.
In the disordered toroidal pore, themain toroid of the pore is formedby
lipid molecules with the peptides binding primarily to the edge of the
pore. In general, only one or two peptides were found to insert into the
pore and interact with the head-groups andwatermolecules. Based on
the results of our simulations, we believe that the disordered toroidal
poremay be a generalmechanismbywhich small peptides formpores.
It has now been observed for multiple systems under a variety of
conditions, including different peptide/lipid ratios, the presence or
2316 D. Sengupta et al. / Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 1778 (2008) 2308–2317absence of counter ions, and for different peptides including magainin
[14], melittin, and indolicidin (D. Sengupta, work in progress).
The process of pore formation by melittin appears to be
cooperative requiring a minimum critical peptide to lipid ratio and a
high local peptide concentration or multimeric aggregate. Whether
aggregation takes place prior or following membrane binding appears
not to affect the thermodynamically preferred pathway though the
kinetics of the processes differ. Membrane binding leads to asym-
metric changes in the lipid tail order with the lipidmolecules bound to
the peptides being less ordered while those further away more
ordered. Large ﬂuctuations within the membrane precede pore
formation and could help overcome the barrier to pore formation.
We have shown that the charged residues within the peptide play an
important role in driving the system from the membrane bound state
to the porated state. Simulations with blocked lysine and arginine
charges do not form pores indicating the importance of charged
residues in pore formation. Non-antimicrobial peptides, WALP and
KALP, simulated under identical conditions did not form pores on the
time scale investigated. The presence of counter ions slows the
process of pore formation and appears to make the pores more stable.
In the absence of counter ions complete membrane rupture is
observed via a recursive mechanism. Such a recursive or Droste
mechanism might be a general mechanism by which surfactants and
peptides solubilize membranes.
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